FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Coalesse® Announces New Offerings from Carl Hansen & Son
Expands current portfolio of Carl Hansen & Son products with two new offerings

Chicago, IL – Coalesse, the leader in bringing new life to work, is pleased to
announce the addition of two new seating collections to their current portfolio
of Carl Hansen & Son products: CH88 and CH468 Oculus chairs. Keeping
with Coalesse’s commitment to “comfort and craft”, Carl Hansen products
combine traditional woodworking techniques with the latest manufacturing
advancements to produce furniture with the highest quality and aesthetics,
making these products a perfect complement to the Coalesse portfolio.
CH88 is versatile both in terms of its appearance and usability as a result of its
numerous finish and frame options. The upper structure features a steam-bent
wooden backrest with slight curvatures at the ends providing back support and
a natural resting place for the arms. And the new, stackable design, offers a
solution for mobility and smaller spaces. CH88 is available in beech and oak
in a range of finishes. The frame is available in stainless steel, black powder
coating and chrome, and the seat with optional leather or fabric upholstery.
The combination of materials, along with a minimalist design results in a light
and organic industrial expression.
A sought-after and sculptural lounge chair designed by Hans J. Wegner in
1960 but not put into production until 2010, the CH468 chair is also known as
"The Oculus". Oculus is Latin for eye, and refers to the curved back, which
forms an "eye" in the upholstery. The chair's comfortable round, roomy
upholstered back and large armrests provide a striking contrast to the crafted
stainless steel legs. CH468 Oculus is available upholstered in leather or fabric
and features a solid beech frame.
For more information on Coalesse and its products, visit www.coalesse.com.

###

About Coalesse
Coalesse collaborates with design professionals around the world, to help leading
organizations create great workplaces that inspire great work. Led by insight and
driven by design, Coalesse furnishings create welcoming destinations to improve
social connection, creative collaboration, personal focus and rejuvenation. As
part of the Steelcase Inc. family of brands, our solutions are globally accessible
through architects and designers and over 800 dealers. Learn more at
www.coalesse.com.
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